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Intellectual Property
According to Chambers USA (2016), Bracewell’s Intellectual Property team
operates “in a very team-oriented fashion,” providing a comprehensive
approach to intellectual property counselling, including patent prosecution
and enforcement, copyrights, trademarks, outsourcing, licensing,
technology transfers and joint venture agreements. Bracewell’s IP team
includes patent attorneys with technical degrees in chemical, electrical,
mechanical, industrial, and architectural engineering, as well as computer
science, physics, chemistry, applied math, biology, and industrial
biotechnology. Our team also includes lawyers with advanced degrees
in electrical engineering, chemistry, pharmacology, and business. Prior
to joining the firm, many of our lawyers built highly successful careers at
research institutions, regulatory agencies, and major public and private
companies.
This combination of technical, business and legal experience gives our
lawyers an in-depth, first-hand understanding of our clients’ needs. We
also advise clients with regard to the registration and protection of other
intellectual property rights through trademarks, service marks, trade names,
trade dress, copyrights, trade secrets, and other proprietary information.
We work closely with attorneys throughout the firm to provide intellectual
property solutions in connection with company formation, mergers and
acquisitions, dispute resolution and litigation, audits, due diligence, and
other business concerns.

“Provides complete coverage in all areas of IP, with
established practitioners able to ﬁle, prosecute and
litigate on trademarks, copyrights and patents,
and provide advice and support on an array of
transactional matters.
— Chambers USA (2016)

Our recent notable matters include advising on the following:
Global asset management firm
drafting of an information security
policy and an incident response plan

Privately owned real estate
firm
drafting of an information security
policy and management of the fallout
of the loss of personally identifiable
information (PII)

Real estate investment firm
client was victimized by a cyberattack

Retailer
management of government relations
and strategic communications after the
detection of an external data breach

American upscale fashion
retailer
strategic counseling on trademark and
copyright enforcement issues facing the
company

American-made shoe
manufacturer and retailer
worldwide trademark prosecution and
enforcement, as well as trademark
litigation in the US

Oil and gas exploration and
production company

International mobile device
company

assisting with cyber preparedness
matters

act as in-house trademark counsel
handling all trademark matters from
search, clearance, prosecution and
counseling to enforcement and
litigation in North and South America;
provided counsel in support of the
launch of the company’s first multimillion dollar global advertising
campaign

DryLet, LLC
formation and capital raising
activities, as well as developing its
intellectual property strategy with
regard to its patented, dry-to-the-touch
nanobioreactor products

Global energy company
drafting technology agreements to
dictate terms and parameters of
partnerships with target technology
companies related to the development
and co-ownership of intellectual
property

International electronics
company
more than 600 patent prosecution
matters related to micro-electronics
hardware and software-related
business methods

International energy company
more than 2,000 patent prosecution
matters related to upstream and
downstream oil technologies

International oil & gas
company
filing inter parte review (IPR) petitions
with the USPTO, challenging the validity
of numerous claims in competitor’s
patents and successfully obtaining
institution of all asserted claims in the
IPR petitions by the USPTO

International video game
company
act as extension of in-house teams
handling special projects on trademark,
branding, copyright, and first
amendment issues in the video game
and media arenas

Mobile device company
providing counsel on Internet domain
name issues, including the continued
expansion of the new gTLDs
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